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Introduction

Flexible type supports, such as Constant Support Hangers and Variable Spring Hangers
are typically supplied with Travel Stops which facilitate installation by locking the Constant
Support at its installed position and locking the Variable Spring at its installed load. The
Travel Stops are removed after hydrostatic testing and prior to the system becoming
operational. Travel Stops are also used in temporary situations, such as underload and
overload conditions.

Due to the number of different manufacturers involved, the Travel Stops can come in a
wide variety of designs and accompanying features. Some Travel Stops permit the device
to be locked at essentially any point of their travel range, whereas others only allow the
support to be locked at the initial cold settings, unless specified otherwise.

Hydrostatic Loadings
With the respect to hydrostatic testing of piping systems normally utilized for steam
service, the locking or pinning of hangers is dependent upon a number of factors involving
the general arrangement of the piping system, the support scheme, and the weight ratio
between empty and water filled piping systems.

Essentially, the large bore thin wall piping systems, such as the Reheat lines, represent
more of a concern than the smaller thick walled pipes such as High Pressure Steam lines
and Main Steam lines.

As far as hydrostatic loads and locking hangers, the following considerations should be
taken into account:

1. Locked hangers will help distribute the extra deadweight load associated with fluid
over a number of locations and thereby minimize the possibility of over-stressing a
terminal connection or other fixed points.

2. Locked hangers prevent deflection of the steam lines or piping, particularly to a
location for which it was not intended to displace. For example, a location normally
anticipated to grow up from cold to hot could displace in the opposite direction, during
the temporary overload conditions. This in turn can result in binding at branch line
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